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Surveyors

Trevor Whitling, 1 Ashworth Close, Crick, NN6 7XD. Tel: 01788 824191
07767888255

Craig Allen, 51 St Augus'n Way, Daventry, Northants, NN11 4EG. Tel:01327 879
655

Michael Clarke, Mill Wharf, Gayton Rd, BLisworth, NN7 3BN. Tel: 01604 858 868

Barrie Morse, 11 Silver St, Chacombe, Banbury, OX17 2JR. Tel: 01295 711941

Balliol Fowden, Burleigh House, 273, Hillmorton Rd, Rubgy. Tel: 01788 541 020

A full pre-purchase survey will cost you somewhere between £400 & £600; if the survey is
out of the water it will also cost between £100 & £200 docking charges depending how the
boat is taken out of the water.
The level of survey is your choice. It can be a full pre-purchase survey of the whole cra;, or
an "in the water" report of the boat interior (internal services and quality of ﬁt out etc.) or
an out of the water hull survey alone, or simply an engine report.
Remember that if seeking marine ﬁnance, the survey must include a valua#on.
If you have speciﬁc ques'ons or worries, put the ques'ons in wri'ng to your surveyor before the inspec'on, asking for speciﬁc answers.
Also ask if (s)he carries professional indemnity insurance & if (s)he is a member of a professional associa'on.
It is important to ask the surveyor what he is going to inspect and what he isn't; what he
will do and what he won't do - there is no set rou'ne/format as to what cons'tutes a prepurchase survey. Many surveyors will now include the issue of a new BSS Cer'ﬁcate if everything complies.

Engine
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There are 3 main categories of engine
1. Air Cooled (Lister ST2)
2. Water cooled (Beta 43)
3. Vintage Engine ( Russell Newberry)

Central Vintage
Engine

Modern water cooled

Lister SR 3

LPSW4

Air Cooled

The type of engine you choose depends on several factors, knowledge, size of boat,
amount of free 'me available, and simplicity. The Vintage engine takes considerable
'me and knowledge but the more modern engine (Water cooled) is far easier to maintain and you don’t need specialist servicing.
Hea'ng: You have 4 main choices
1. Solid fuel stove (Squirrel)
2. Diesel ﬁred stove (Lockgate)
3. Gas Central Hea'ng (Alde)
4. Diesel Fired Hea'ng (Eberspacher, Mikuni, Webasto, Hurricane)

The type of hea'ng you have is down to you or is already installed on the boat. Solid fuel
stoves are a dry heat but need to be prepared and take 'me to heat up, Gas and Diesel are
almost instant.
Hea'ng water can be done via the excess hot water from the engine cooling system, central
hea'ng boiler or a back boiler. All have pros and cons.
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Electrics: Nearly all boats have a 12 v system installed, some have a 240 ring main via a land
line, and some have inverters or generators.
1. Landline. A connec'on via a 240 v lead connected to the marina supply
2. Inverter. This converts your 12v supply to a 240v supply for domes'c use – average
price is from £800-£1500 dependant on size and make.
3. Generator – Diesel are usually ﬁKed at 'me of build and cost from £2500-£8000.
Petrol Generators are only allowed if installed to the correct BSS standards.

Stern: Three basic Types of stern

Cruiser – An ideal if you wish to socalise on
deck as with between 4-8 feet it provides
ample space on the back for several people
to stand

Semi—tradi'onal – A good compromise
between the above two. The looks of a
tradi'onal, with the space of a cruiser.

Tradi'onal – Ideal for liveaboard, short back
deck of 2-3 feet in length, giving more room
inside for living
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Length:
The length of the boat that you will require depends on the number of people who will be
aboard and the length of 'me that you will spend on the boat, while 50 feet plus is ideal for
extended cruising or liveaboard, generally 30-40 feet is ample for a holiday boat.
Plate thickness:
Generally boats are now between 12/6/4 and 10/6/4 with older boats being from 6/6/4 to
8/6/4. As long as the boat has been regularly out of the water and had anodes on there
should not be a problem. (Always have a full out of water survey) by a registered marine
surveyor.
Beds

Bunks
These are great if you have kids but the top bunks are
narrower than the boKom due to the shape of the cabin.

Cross Beds
These are located across the boat so have a maximum
length of around 6; inside the boat. They are usually widCross Beds
These are located across the boat so have a maximum length of around 6; inside the boat. They are
usually wider than the standard 4; bed. If you are
tall there is rarely enough room to lye straight.
Extending Double Bed .
These are the standard length but have the ability to be
pulled out to make 4;6in or 5;. The extra foot of
maKress can be seen on the RHS of the picture, when the
bed is pulled out the piece goes level with the larger
maKress to make a full size double bed.
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Galleys

U Shape Galley
set oﬀ to one
side with good
amount of
work space

Walk Through galley—set either
side of the walkway through the
centre of the boat

Dog Leg Galley—goes from one side
to another.
Saloons
Short L shaped dineKe that makes a
cross double bed

Bench Seat that also
makes a double
cross bed but with a
table

Raised dineKe - you
can see out of the windows of this one while
siOng at the table

DineKe that makes full width double
bed of 2 single s
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Toilets
Toilet: Three Types, pumpout, casseKe and porta poO
Pump out toilets are ﬁKed at 'me of build and have a holding tank to take the waste, Cost of
pumpouts are around £15.00 a 'me dependant on area. Chemical casseKes can be carried
anywhere to empty.

ThePord CasseKe Toilet
These hare the modern version of a porta poO and are used widely in caravans and boats.
They are usually plumbed in to the water supply of the boat and have a casseKe that needs
to be emp'ed every 3 days or so.

Remote Tank Toilet
These are fully porceline toilets like you would have at home and they have a maccerator
ﬁKed so that the waste can be pumped via hoses into the tank. The can block up if too much
paper is put down them.These tanks are sealed and vented outside, they usually have a level
guage so that you know when they are full and require emptying. The can block up if too
much paper is put down them.

Pump Out toilet
The toilet is acually located on the top of the tank and therefore discharges straight down
into the tank. These toilets are great and will very rarely get blocked but will need pumping
out once a week.
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We do hope you ﬁnd this informa'on booklet interes'ng, it is our percep'on of what each style
of boat looks like. If you need any more informa'on about boats we have for sale please don't
hesitate to contact us.

Tel: 01327 842282

Eamil: enquiries@weltonﬁeld.co.uk
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